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MOBILITIES FOR
LEARNING: TEACHERS
Two teachers. Physics and Chemistry

Department and Natural Science

Department.

Two teachers. Business Studies and

Economics Department

One teacher. English department. Job

Shadowing. Iceland

One teacher. English Department.

Inlingua.  Language and culture.

ACTIVITIES WITH
STUDENTS

Economics Department

Activity: linking films and documentaries in English to the world
of Economics and Finances. Introducing  English in subjects

which are taught in Spanish

Business Studies Department. Advanced

 Vocational Training. Business Studies.

Activity: labour reform and Spanish entrepreneurs. Answering
questions in English about these two issues in subjects which are

taught in Spanish.

Physics and Chemistry Department

We cannot ignore that English is the current scientific
language. Scientific community uses it for specialized journals,

international symposiums as well as projects partnerships.
Every day, in any research institution no matter its location in

the world, English is the language use to name either a lab tool
or a procedure. So, science and English connection seems to
be clear. Why not connecting them while teaching? Why not

using Science to learn some English?

Natural Science Department

Students have learnt about different people, from scientists to
goatherds, who have actively participated in the protection of our

environment  and who have taught us a great deal about the
Canary Islands and their natural landscape.

Learners have read information in Spanish and in English and
then have done activities

 

The project focused on reinforcing the language skills
and digital competences of teachers. Once the project
has been completed teachers found themselves more

motivated and with better public speaking’s skills. It
helped them to be more inspired in the daily school life

and to “think out of the box” in relation to teaching
techniques.

Even if it was a KA104  (adult education staff mobility funding)
we made use of the training we received and of our own
motivation to involve our students in different  activities

connected to the development of linguistic competences. 
The project had an impact on pupils since many activities were

organized to get them involved in the project: an eTwinning
partnership with a Polish school and an Italian school to work

with poetry using art; a photoshop course to teach them how to
make use of this tool to not only play with images but also with
poems; different activities dealing with Economics and Science

 (taught in English by Spanish teachers of other subjects).
Students participated also in an artistic contest where they had

to integrate poetry and art  with themes such as immigration and
refugee, love, war, the importance of believing in themselves

and the will to survive in the face of adversity.
 


